
Advance 
Screening



“When I joined, all these new doors started to 
open, and all these ideas started to flood in.”

“At the very beginning, I was just lost. Now, I 
feel a lot different. I feel a lot better. I feel like 
I’m ready to do my own thing.” 



Creative Native: A Youth Mentorship in the Arts 
Initiative is about bringing the medicine of the arts to 
Indigenous youth and communities. It is an opportunity 
for youth to see the creative industries as a potential 
career path, building networks of mentorship and 
providing an on-ramp for Indigenous youth who are 
interested in developing a career in the arts.

This year the youth worked online. In incredibly 
tumultuous times, the youth and their mentors came 
together to learn, connect and create in digital spaces. I 
met with them throughout the process, and could not be 
more proud of them all. As the Creative Native project 
continues to grow, so does our family of Indigenous 
creatives. This growing family will continue to support 
each other, collaborate and make their mark in the arts 
sector and beyond.

We are circling
Circling together
We are singing
Singing our heart song
This is family, this is unity
This is celebration, this is sacred

Kinanaskomitin,
Buffy Sainte-Marie

Creative Native: A Youth Mentorship in the Arts 
Initiative is about Indigenous artists mentoring 
Indigenous youth. It is about building relations across 
Nations. It is an intertribal, intergenre, interdisciplinary, 
and intergenerational project. 

This year, due to the pandemic, Creative Native went 
virtual. Instead of a festival, the youth created videos 
set to one of Buffy’s songs. Through online tutorials and 
workshops under the gentle guidance of accomplished 
Indigenous artists, they learned the ins and outs of 
video production from storyboard to finished work. This 
advanced screening showcases the work accomplished 
by these young talented Indigenous artists.

M'sit No'gmaq (All Our Relations),

Lila Pine (Negm)
Director, Saagajiwe
RTA School of Media
Faculty of Communication and Design
X University,  Tkaronto
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“I’ve always wanted to do something with my 
passion for stories and justice. This program 
has supported me in ways that I don’t think I 
could have done on my own, not knowing 
where to start or even what to google… I feel 
like I can now make that first step into creating 
something, whatever it may be.”



Conceived by Buffy 
Sainte-Marie with Dr. Lila 
Pine, the Creative Native 
Project offers Indigenous 
youth a taste of working in 
the arts. 

Gathering weekly from fall to 
spring, the youth and 
mentors explored creative 
directions in relationship to 
Buffy’s music. 
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Guest speakers and 
instructors visited them to 
offer creative workshops 
and share stories and 
experiences as artists and 
industry professionals.
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These are the youth’s films.
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We Are 
Circling



Introducing a new cover of Buffy Sainte-Marie’s 
"We Are Circling," arranged, performed and 
recorded by Indigenous youth. The 
performances and images for this film were shot 
by the youth in their respective communities in 
Ontario and Nova Scotia.

Dancer: Amy Hull
Lead Vocals: Rebecca Hope Gouthro, Phoenix McGregor
Additional Vocals: Bryenton Innes, Aaralyn Lloyd-Gomez, 
Feather Sutherland
Arrangement & Instrumentals: Bryenton Innes
Pre-Mix: Bryenton Innes
Mixing: Tom Kuo
Audio Mastering: Meriläinin Music
Cinematography: Rebecca Hope Gouthro, Bryenton Innes, 
Phoenix McGregor, Leo Orlov, Seth Vlotaros
Editor: Seth Vlotaros
Assistant Editor: Gia Fisher
Artistic Mentors: Alyssa Delbaere-Sawchuk, K.J. Edwards, 
Tom Kuo 10

We Are Circling
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We Are 
Dancing
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We Are Dancing

This short film features the youngest member of 
the filmmaker's family, and a hand-drawn 
animation inspired by her.

Starring: Annabelle, sister of Brandon and Liam Bebonang
Animation: Brandon Bebonang
Cinematography: Liam Bebonang
Video Editor & Artistic Mentorship: Nava Waxman
Music: Buffy Sainte-Marie
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As She 
Grows



"The cold, cold snow / covers the new / sprout, soon 
it can / grow again." – Featuring glimpses of the 
filmmaker's family, locale, and visual art, As She 
Grows is a tribute to Life, Nature, and Indigenous 
Creation.

Painting: Aaralyn Lloyd-Gomez
Performances: Aaralyn Loyd-Gomez, Xavier Gomez
Additional appearance: Raiselin Lloyd
Cinematography and Video Editing: Aaralyn Lloyd-Gomez 
Artistic Mentorship: Nava Waxman
Music: Buffy Sainte-Marie
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As She Grows
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Circling



This film features one of the filmmakers, Julia 
dancing with her mother, as well as a new painting 
she made for the occasion. Additional 
cinematography of collaborating filmmaker Jamie 
performing her passion for the culinary arts.

Cooking: Jamie Archibald
Dancing: Julia Naveau and mother Rosanne Ojeebah
Painting: Julia Naveau
Drum-Making: Hilton King with daughters Waubkunii Kwe 
(Christine) and Zeeb King (Amy)
Cinematography: Jamie Archibald, Julia Naveau
Video Editor & Artistic Mentorship: Nava Waxman
Music: Buffy Sainte-Marie
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Odenang:
I Belong 
Somewhere



Written, directed, shot, and edited by Indigenous 
youth, Odenang is a film about where one belongs. 
"A young man struggles with loneliness and isolates 
himself from the world. This all changes when he 
goes out for a walk and receives some unexpected 
visitors."

Story: Tashie Broadbent, Eddie Frappier, Jessica Frappier 
and Feather Sutherland
Lead Performance: Eddie Frappier
Dance Performances: Billy Broadbent, Martin Broadbent, 
Alexander Broadbent and Natu Broadbent
Additional Appearances: Mya Taylor & Aiyana Cochrane
Cinematography: Tashie Broadbent, Eddie Frappier, Jessica 
Frappier and Feather Sutherland
Photography: Feather Sutherland
Video Editing: Jessica Frappier with mentorship from Nava 
Waxman, Naomi Condo and KJ Edwards
Artistic Mentorship: Naomi Condo
Music: Buffy Sainte-Marie, 2015
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Odenang: I Belong Somewhere
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Youth 
Participants



“Seeing all these like-minded people congregate into 
one space to make some work of art, now that's nice. I 
haven’t had something like this in a very long time.” 

“One of the great joys of Creative Native is that I’m 
interacting with all these people who are in this positive 
place. It's been therapeutic to spend this much time 
around people who like what I like.”



Youth Participants
Jamie Archibald

Hello! I love cooking arts and digital art. These are my favourite things to 
do, and I can create lots of things when motivated. I love going for walks 
in the city, and I love trying out food especially if it’s something spicy! 
I’m friendly but I’m a little awkward.

Brandon Bebonang

Brandon Bebonang is a 19-year-old mixed Ojibwe Native. Fresh out of 
high school. Quickly hops from one hobby to the next. Inexperienced but 
open-minded. Looking to start a cooking channel!



Liam Bebonang

I am a high-schooler who likes to play games and draw.

Youth Participants

Tashie Broadbent

Tashie Broadbent is a young Indigenous artist and entrepreneur from 
Manitou Rapids RRFN. Tashie runs a small business selling her own 
paintings and handmade dream catchers. She has sold her art locally at 
J&D Junction and the Kay-Nah-Chi-Wah-Nung historical center.
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Youth Participants
Gia Fisher

Gia Fisher is 14 years old and an enrolled member of the Northern 
Cheyenne Nation. She loves jingle dress dancing, Kpop, and her kitty 
Moonlight. Gia is a professional actor who appeared in First Cow, by 
director Kelly Reichardt, as well as a play, The Longhouse Pageant, for 
The American Indian Community House of NYC written by Ty Defoe, and 
directed by Tara Moses. In addition to acting, she wants to be an equine 
veterinarian for racehorses when she is older. 

Gia is represented by Zuri Agency Portland. She was recently honored 
with the First Annual Misty Upham Award for Young Native Actors from 
Yale University Native American Performing Arts Program.
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Youth Participants
Edward Frappier

Edward Frappier is an 18-year old student from Teme Augama 
Anishnabai (Temagami First Nation) and currently lives in Copper Cliff, 
Ontario.  He is hoping to go to college to study health and fitness.  He 
hopes to eventually work at the CRA, or do health and fitness stuff for his 
band and do creative projects on the side.  He spends a lot of his time 
playing video games and biking.  In the creative arts, he enjoys singing, 
performing and is working on his drawing skills.
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Youth Participants
Jessica Frappier 

Jessica Frappier is a Teme Augama Anishnabai. She is currently a 
student at Trent University in Indigenous environmental studies and an 
aspiring documentary filmmaker.  She is passionate about environmental 
justice for Indigenous people and truth-telling, and will be pursuing a 
joint degree in Canadian Common Law and Indigenous Legal Orders 
(JD/JID) at the University of Victoria in the fall.  She loves to create, learn, 
and listen, is an avid beader, and is working on her skills in wiigwaas 
jiiman (birchbark canoe) building having been involved in multiple builds.



Aaralyn Lloyd-Gomez

Aaralyn Lloyd-Gomez is a young Metis Woman who absolutely loves the arts. 
She has always wanted to do many different art forms. Acting, dancing, singing, 
painting, filmmaking; you name it, if it is a form of art and a way to express 
one’s self, she would sign up. Most recently she has expanded her experience in 
painting. She has been working on a piece for six months, a piece about Mother 
Nature. She is now looking to make others see what she sees when she looks at 
the earth: The home that Mother Nature is to us all and how important She is.

Aaralyn has worked with the High Land Waters Metis Community council on a 
video Documentary about the Metis way of life, and how knowledge is passed 
down from generation to generation.  This documentary is called 
Mamawapowok, it has been screened by many at the 2018 Metis Nation of 
Ontario Annual General Assembly. 

Aaralyn holds a diploma in Acting for Film & Television from Niagara College.
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Youth Participants
Rebecca Hope Gouthro

Rebecca Hope is Algonquin First Nations and an award-winning 
Singer/Songwriter and Guitarist from Pembroke, Ontario. In 2019, she 
graduated from the University of British Columbia and now works as a 
performer for a talent agency in Toronto. She has won the Live 
Performance category of the Canadian Songwriting Competition, been 
chosen to work with Buffy Sainte-Marie as an artist in residence with 
Creative Native, and is currently working on the release of her first single. 
Rebecca’s goal is to inspire and empower others to tell their truth, own 
their power, and chase their dreams.
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Youth Participants
Amy Hull

Amy Hull is a Toronto-based dance artist specialized in ballet and 
contemporary dance. She is currently finishing her MA in Dance and 
intends to continue on to a PhD in Dance Studies with a research focus 
on the ways in which Indigenous death and trauma are theatricalized on 
Canadian stages by non-Indigenous choreographers, artists, and 
performers. Amy is a member of the Balancing on the Edge new circus 
and music collective and has stage-managed with AVA Dance Company 
in Germany and the UK. She is also a contributor to The Dance Current 
magazine.
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Youth Participants
Bryenton Innes

Bryenton Innes is an Anishnaabe musician from Lakelands, Nova Scotia. 
Primarily a tubist, Bryenton has also performed on other brass 
instruments, percussion, and keyboard & synthesizer, in a variety of 
settings including the Band of the Ceremonial guard and the Pit 
Orchestra for the Motyer-Fancy Theatre Mount Allison University, where 
he received a Bachelor of Music. Bryenton now studies for his MA in 
Cultural Studies at Queen’s University to understand and share 
Indigenous artwork as a staple of identity after 500 years of colonialism, 
hybridization, and modernization, using multiple methods of delivery and 
promotion of Indigenous artists, and contributing to the pool of creators 
as a performer, composer, production technician, and beadworker.



Youth Participants
Pheonix McGregor

Pheonix McGregor is an Ojibwe from M'Chigeeng First Nation. An educator by 
day and singer by night, he joined Creative Native searching for ways to fuel and 
share his passion for music. He hopes to share the knowledge he's gained with 
others to inspire them to pursue and achieve their goals.

Julia Naveau

Julia Naveau is Ojibwe from Brunswick House First Nation of Treaty 9. She is 
pursuing a Nursing degree along with exploring the creative arts. Her interests 
are visual arts, musical arts, her culture, and jingle dress dancing. Julia’s 
inspiration stems from the lack of Indigenous excellence represented in the 
media. In the future, she hopes to inspire other Indigenous youth in and out of 
her community to dream big and achieve their goals to make a positive change 
for Anishinaabe people.



Youth Participants
Feather Sutherland

Feather Sutherland is a learning artist (photography). Her hometown is in the 
northern reservations (Kashechewan First Nation). However she considers 
herself an urban native for living in Timmins, Ontario. She is twenty years old 
and a Cree woman. She feels hopeful about finding the right path to continue on 
with her interests. She will be waiting about a year to apply to college in order to 
pursue her dreams. 

Seth Vlotaros 

Seth Vlotaros is an emerging Two-Spirit artist with a passion for filmmaking and 
photography. While growing up in Rainy River First Nations, Seth was 
able to express himself through the creations of YouTube videos and cultural 
practices. Due to his involvement with his culture, Seth is now inspired and 
motivated to break the stigma against his culture, and to bring awareness all 
through the art of filmmaking and photography. Seth also has an Instagram and 
Facebook page for his work @helloiamseth.
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Mentors



“The ability to support the next generation in 
remembering their voice and sharing it through 
artistic means has been a true delight. Marsi!”
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Mentors
Naomi Condo / Rebel Spirit 

Naomi Condo (Koondow) is a Mi’gmaq film director from Gesgapegiag 
(Eastern Quebec) and the proud mother of two. She draws her inspiration 
and strength from her parents. She enjoys being physically active, hopes 
to revitalize and promote the Indigenous way of life, and has dedicated 
her life to fighting violence against women, children and the elderly. 
Naomi directed four shorts with Wapikoni. In 2019, she co-directed her 
fifth: Full Circle, a VR film which has been shown at ImagiNATIVE, VIFF, 
Native Spirit in London, and New Orleans Film Festival. In 2021, Full 
Circle was selected by imagineNATIVE for the iNtour VR Program to 
travel and be presented nationally.



Alyssa Delbaere-Sawchuk 

Born in Winnipeg and based in Toronto, Alyssa's passion for access to 
arts education has led her to develop innovative Indigenous-inspired 
methodologies that integrate teachings of Métis history, music and 
culture with movement and dance. She has led her workshops at the Art 
Gallery of Ontario, Royal Ontario Museum as well as various schools in 
the Greater Toronto Area. An acclaimed musician, in 2017, Alyssa was 
selected as the Indigenous representative of Kuné: Canada’s Global 
Orchestra, a project incubated by Mervon Mehta and the Royal 
Conservatory of Music.
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K.J. Edwards 

Kathleen is a filmmaker of Kanien’kehá:ka and settler ancestry, and 
founding member of Moontime Productions. Her family are wolf clan, 
from Kahnawá:ke. She is a recent graduate of X University’s* Image Arts 
Film Production Program, and her thesis film Meet The Sky, starring 
Chanin Lee, Tunchai Redvers, and Cheri Maracle, is currently being 
shopped to festivals. She works primarily as a freelance editor, 
production coordinator and producer. Recent festival credits include: 
Editor and Producer for Mni Wiconi: Mitakyelo (Dir. Victoria 
Anderson-Gardner, 2019) which was the recipient of the 2019 
CSV/imagineNATIVE Residency.

*The name of the university has been replaced with an X in solidarity with Indigenous demands 
that the name and symbol of cultural genocide and intergenerational trauma be removed.
https://yellowheadinstitute.org/2021/05/11/welcome-to-x-university-an-open-letter-to-the-comm
unity-from-indigenous-students
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Mentors

https://yellowheadinstitute.org/2021/05/11/welcome-to-x-university-an-open-letter-to-the-community-from-indigenous-students
https://yellowheadinstitute.org/2021/05/11/welcome-to-x-university-an-open-letter-to-the-community-from-indigenous-students


Tom Kuo

Tom Kuo, under several aliases, is an acclaimed electronic music 
performer, sound designer, curator, and producer. He is also recognized 
for his impactful multimedia installation designs under Foundation 
Creative Studio. Clients include TIFF Bell Lightbox, VMF Winter Arts, Leo 
Burnett, Sick Kids Foundation, Derivative, InterAxon, WSIB and 
Scotiabank. 

A product of the original electronic music culture in New York in the 
nineties, Tom draws passionately from 20+ years of creative sonic 
experimentations to pursue wide-ranging variations on modern new 
media arts. Continuously evolving methods to accentuate the moment 
shared between his self, his technological tools, and his audience, Tom’s 
explorations of abstract media and sonic territories have led him to 
perform globally and across many genres.
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Farnoosh Talebpour 

Farnoosh Talebpour is a theatre costumer and stage manager. She likes 
to experiment with different mediums, even different roles to grow her 
skill set and continue developing in the field that she loves. She's worked 
on student projects, independent shows and professional productions. 
She has worked with designer Helen Yung to help build BLM Toronto’s 
Wildseed Centre for Art & Activism. Over the last 4 years, she has also 
been involved as an Associate Producer with Vanier College Productions 
(VCP) , a company she took part in as a student during her time at York 
University.
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Mentors
Nava Waxman 

Nava Waxman is a Canadian visual artist. In her artistic practice, Nava 
combines a range of media, including performance, drawing, and 
photography. With an emphasis on process, gestures, and 
documentation, Nava explores a different kind of temporalities, various 
forms of body movement, sometimes camera movement, as well as the 
use of sequential imagery, or the effect of blurring and erasure. She uses 
various choreographic methods to generate, construct, and repeat 
movements in a desire to explore multiple modes of body inscription, 
themes of ritual, continuity, and change. Nava’s work has been exhibited 
nationally and abroad. She holds a BA in Social Science and 
Communication, and MFA from York University. Nava is a recipient of 
grants from the Ontario Arts Council, Canada Council for the Arts, and the 
SSHRC Joseph Armand Bombardier Graduate Scholarship.
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Workshop 
Instructors



“I was definitely still buzzing from the 
workshop we gave this morning. Thanks so 
much for a lovely opportunity, a welcoming 
space, and a really excellent group of young 
artists.”



Workshop Instructors
Hilton King with daughters Waabkanii Kwe (Christine) & 
Zeeb King (Amy)

Hilton is Ojibwe and lives in Coldwater, Ontario. He and his daughters are from 
Wasauksing First Nation. Hilton is a knowledge keeper elder, currently working with 
a child welfare organization in Northern Ontario.

Folk Lordz

Folk Lordz was created by Todd Houseman and Ben Gorodetsky in 2014, as senior 
players at Rapid Fire Theatre in Edmonton, Alberta. The performance and creative duo 
was born out of a shared love of physical comedy, folk storytelling, and political grit. 
Since then Todd and Ben have toured internationally, created two award-winning 
improvised plays, facilitated workshops and intercultural exchanges, produced the 
three-day storytelling festival Stories on the Hills, and wrote, produced and starred in a 
15-sketch digital series. A second season of 21 sketches is currently in post-production 
in a development partnership with the Academy Award nominated Aircraft Pictures.



Workshop Instructors
Ange Loft 

Ange is an interdisciplinary performing artist and initiator from Kahnawake 
Kanienkehaka Territory, working in Toronto. She is an ardent collaborator, consultant, 
facilitator and mentor working in storyweaving, arts based research, wearable sculpture 
and Haudenosaunee history. Ange is also a vocalist with the Juno and 
Polaris-nominated band YAMANTAKA//SONIC TITAN. 

Ange is Associate Artistic Director of Jumblies Theatre, where she directs the Talking 
Treaties initiative and has co-facilitated Art Fare Essentials since 2013. 

Patrick Shannon 

Award-winning Haida storyteller and entrepreneur Patrick Shannon works with 
organizations, Indigenous communities, and businesses from across Canada, 
approaching projects from a cross-cultural perspective to tell unique stories and 
empower communities in telling their own. Patrick and his collaborators have travelled 
across BC and Canada teaching media and technology workshops and classes to 
Indigenous entrepreneurs and youth. 
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Guest 
Speakers



“Thank you so much for inviting me to speak - 
it was really great to share with everyone and 
am so excited for the group to debut their films! 
I appreciate you creating space for me to share 
my practice with everyone.”



Todd Houseman

Todd Houseman is a Nehiyo (Cree) mixed-blood actor, improviser, and writer 
from Edmonton, Alberta (Amiskwaci). His work focuses on decolonization by 
prioritizing Indigenous narratives through satire, political commentary, and 
storytelling. Todd recently graduated from the acting program at the National 
Theatre School of Canada. Prior to his schooling, Todd was a senior performer 
and instructor with Edmonton’s Rapid Fire Theatre from 2009-2017. He is the 
co-writer/producer/star (with Ben Gorodetsky) of Folk Lordz, which began as a 
touring improvised play and has evolved into a 2-season political sketch 
comedy web series. In addition, Todd is co-creator of the play Whiteface with 
Lady Vanessa Cardona which received rave reviews in its premiere fringe tour. 
Recently, Todd’s play The Children of the Bear was accepted for Toronto’s 
Outside the March TD Forward March program. This season at the Citadel 
Theatre in Edmonton, Todd will star as Charlie in the Metis adaptation of Mary’s 
Wedding. At the 2020 Rosie awards for Alberta film, Todd received the award 
for Best Albertan Actor. In his free time, Todd enjoys building masks, forging 
knives, or being in the forests of western Alberta.
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Guest Speaker
Natalie King

Natalie King is a queer interdisciplinary Anishinaabe artist, facilitator and 
member of Timiskaming First Nation. Natalie's practice ranges from 
video, painting, sculpture and installation as well as community 
engagement. Often involving portrayals of queer femmes, Natalie’s works 
are about embracing the ambiguity and multiplicities of identity within 
the Indigenous queer femme experience. Natalie’s practice operates 
from a firmly critical, decolonizing, equity-oriented, non-oppressive, and 
future-bound perspective, capturing the realities of lived lives through 
frameworks of desire and survivance. 

Natalie is currently a Programming Coordinator at Xpace Cultural Centre 
in Tkaronto.
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Guest Speaker & Mentor
Ryan McMahon 

Ryan McMahon is an Anishinaabe creative that jokes, talks, yells and 
writes for a living. When not touring North America making strangers 
laugh in dark rooms, Ryan is renowned for his podcast work. In 2018, 
McMahon’s Thunder Bay podcast, produced in partnership with 
Canadaland. In 2012, Ryan became the first native comedian to ever 
record a mainstream comedy special with the CBC, when he recorded, 
Ryan McMahon - UnReserved.
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Guest Speaker
Gilles Paquin

Gilles Paquin has been involved with the North American arts and entertainment 
industry for over 40 years as a manager, promoter, producer, and entrepreneur. 
Paquin began his career in the mid-1970s as a highly successful concert and live 
event producer/promoter. Today he is the President and CEO of Paquin 
Entertainment Group which encompasses four divisions: Talent Agency & Artist 
Management, Theatre & Film, Exhibitions and Brand Partnerships. Gilles has 
produced countless theatrical productions and exhibitions, has been an executive 
producer on important television specials and features, and has worked with an 
assortment of international superstars including Bachman Cummings, Buffy 
Sainte-Marie, Billy Joel, Alabama, Muddy Waters, David Bowie, Bryan Adams, 
Tony Bennett, Leonard Cohen, Genesis, and Jim Carrey, to name a few.

Over the years, Gilles and his team have established long-term relationships with 
top promoters, agencies, labels, publishers, broadcasters, and producers all over 
the world, including Live Nation, Ole, AEG, SJM UK, CAA, William Morris 
Endeavour, United Talent, Sony Music, Universal, Kobalt, Sony ATV, Nickelodeon, 
Corus, Treehouse, Red Bull TV, and ITV UK, to name a few.
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Guest Speaker
Loretta Sarah Todd

Loretta Sarah Todd (Métis Cree) is an internationally acclaimed, 
award-winning filmmaker, creator, producer, director and showrunner 
with over 125 credits to her name. These include the feature film Monkey 
Beach, the children’s series Coyote’s Crazy Smart Science Show, Skye and 
Chang, a sci-fi martial arts mash-up, the web-series Fierce Girls, 
numerous documentaries, shorts, animation, and learning apps and 
games which have won many awards and accolades. Her films have 
screened at the Sundance Festival, TIFF, ImagineNative and the Museum 
of Modern Art. A recipient of the Innovator Award from Women In Film, 
Loretta belongs to what has been considered as the second wave of 
Indigenous Canadian film directors. Loretta also leads the IM4 AR/VR 
Lab, along with media matriarchs Doreen Manuel, Cease Wyss, and 
Tracey Kim Bonneau. 
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Guest Speaker
Ravyn Wngz 

Ravyn Wngz has a vision to create work/art/conversations that open the 
minds and the hearts of all people, the goal is to encourage self 
reflection, and empathy that will ultimately create fundamental change 
and inclusion. As an Empowerment Movement Storyteller Wngz aims to 
challenge mainstream arts and dance spaces by sharing her stories as a 
Tanzanian, Bermudian, Queer, 2 Spirit, Transcendent, Mohawk individual. 
Ravyn strives to create opportunities and positive representations and 
platforms for marginalized LGBTTIQQ2S communities with a focus on 
Black, Indigenous, and people of color. Ravyn is a co-founder of ILL 
NANA/DiverseCity Dance Company- a queer and trans multiracial dance 
company that aims to change the landscape of dance and provide 
accessible affirming dance education to the LGBTTIQQ2S community. 
Ravyn is also a core member of Black Lives Matter Canada, a group 
committed to eradicating all forms of anti-Black racism, supporting Black 
healing, and liberating Black communities.
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Project 
Creators



Buffy Sainte-Marie

Since her groundbreaking debut, 1964’s It’s My Way!, the Cree 
singer-songwriter Buffy Sainte-Marie has been a trailblazer and a tireless 
advocate, an innovator, and a disruptor of the status quo. In 1969, Buffy made 
one of the world’s first electronic vocal albums; in 1982 she became the only 
Indigenous person to win an Oscar. Buffy spent five years on Sesame Street 
where she became the first woman to breastfeed on national television. She’s 
been blacklisted and silenced. She’s written pop standards sung and recorded 
by the likes of Janis Joplin, Elvis Presley, Donovan, Joe Cocker and Jennifer 
Warnes. She penned Universal Soldier, the definitive anti-war anthem of the 
20th century. Buffy is an icon who keeps one foot firmly planted on either side 
of the North American border, in the unsurrendered territories that comprise 
Canada and the USA.

On her latest studio recording, the JUNO Award-winning Medicine Songs 
(2017), Buffy doesn’t sugarcoat the truth or shy away from hard realities. Her 
songs makes us feel stronger and more capable of seeing the world around us 
clearly. Part rhythmic healing, part trumpeting wakeup call, Medicine Songs is 
the soundtrack for the resistance. 63

Co-Creator

Photo by Matt Barnes



Lila Pine

Lila Pine, Mi'gmewi'sgw of mixed ancestry, is bound by the Peace and 
Friendship Treaty. She divides her time between Mi'gma'gi where she 
belongs and Tkaronto where she teaches in the RTA School of Media at X 
University.* Her research seeks to develop a way of ‘seeing’ sound in 
order to identify distinct qualities in the speaking of different languages 
with the goal of better understanding how language informs 
knowledge(s). Recently, Lila launched Moon Talks, a speaking series that 
brings together Indigenous and Black anti-racism thinkers. She is also 
collaborating with Buffy Sainte-Marie on a project called Creative Native: 
Youth Mentorship in the Arts Initiative.

*The name of the university has been replaced with an X in solidarity with Indigenous demands 
that the name and symbol of cultural genocide and intergenerational trauma be removed.
https://yellowheadinstitute.org/2021/05/11/welcome-to-x-university-an-open-letter-to-the-comm
unity-from-indigenous-students
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Saagajiwe Manager
Laura Heidenheim

Laura Heidenheim (she/her) is a settler of mixed European and German 
Jewish ancestry, born and raised in London Ontario, the traditional 
territory of the Anishinabek, Haudenosaunee and Delaware Peoples. For 
the past four years, she has been learning from and working with 
MMIWGT2S+ family members, engaging in grassroots projects. Laura is 
one of the co-creators of Shades of Our Sisters, an exhibit which exists 
with the purpose of honouring MMIWGT2S+ and giving Families space to 
celebrate the lives of their loved ones. She is currently the Manager of 
Saagajiwe, FCAD's Interdisciplinary Centre for Indigenous Research and 
Creation.



Connor Martin

Connor Martin is Mohawk Nation and bear clan, from Six Nations of the 
Grand River. Connor graduated from X University's Media Production 
program in 2020. She directed her first docu-series, titled Faces of 
Resilience, which was featured on CBC's Absolutely Canadian in October 
2020. Connor joined the Creative Native Project in 2019, which took 
place in her home community. 

Through her professional and volunteer work, Connor aims to lift up 
Indigenous voices and empower Indigenous youth.

*The name of the university has been replaced with an X in solidarity with Indigenous demands 
that the name and symbol of cultural genocide and intergenerational trauma be removed.
https://yellowheadinstitute.org/2021/05/11/welcome-to-x-university-an-open-letter-to-the-comm
unity-from-indigenous-students
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Helen Yung

Helen has devoted her inter/transdisciplinary career to occupying the 
margins of art, research and social change. She makes installations, 
interactions, and interventions. Nominated for multiple Dora Awards, 
Helen has designed and co-created shows for companies such as the 
Düsseldorfer Schauspielhaus, Buddies in Bad Times, the red light 
district, and Dreamwalker Dance Company. She is a published 
researcher, and consults on program design, impact evaluation, and 
strategic initiatives for funders, community organizations, knowledge 
institutions, and others.

Helen is the Founder and Chief Artistic Officer of the Laboratory for 
Artistic Intelligence, which develops creative framings, trainings, and 
solutions to public and social issues, led by artistic intelligence. 
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www.creativenativecanada.ca


